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All the changes in the  
advertising industry  
over the last decade  
come down to one thing.
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Reading  
Visualizing  
Watching  
Investing  
Listening
Trading  
Communicating  
Controlling  
Searching  
Betting  
Researching  
Tracking  
Comparing  
Filtering  
Purchasing  
Bingeing  
Paying

Snacking  
Reviewing  
Nibbling  
Traveling  
Dating
Driving  
Connecting  
Gaming  
Saving
Photographing
Liking  
Sharing  
Augmenting  
Participating  
Personalizing  
Broadcasting  
Designing
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All technology habits  
yield data, and data  
leads outcomes
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The internet is now  
a strategist’s best  
new tool, because  
people are weird.
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What they do is a way  
more truthful than  
what they say they do.
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The biggest challenge  
with behavioral data  
is making it palatable  
to creatives.
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Challenge:

Use the back-to-school period  
to get young athletes off the  
sofa and into Nike Stores/to  
Nike.com to gear up for their  
season ahead



Where we started:  

Behavioral data.

Social listening and search data  
for the back-to-school period.
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What we got back:



What we got back:  

Crickets.



The sound  
of silence



What we did next:  Qualitative.



What we did next:  

Qualitative.

Why so quiet?



Nike’s go-tos –
performance, grit,  
you as your best  
coach and biggest
motivator – weren’t  
going to work.



We needed  
something scarier.



Nemesis
Every teen athlete has a rival,
a nemesis, or adversary who gets in
their head and pushes them to work
and play harder, and it’s this person
who is the ultimate motivator.



Nemesis
Every teen athlete has a rival,
a nemesis, or adversary who gets in
their head and pushes them to work
and play harder, and it’s this person
who is the ultimate motivator.

“I’d give anything
to beat Sarah. Pfffff.”

“Every season there’s this
dude Brendan from our rival  
team. I’m a striker and he’s a  
striker too. And for some  
reason he’s always just a little  
bit better than me each year. I  
don’t get it. He drives me  
crazy. I just want to beat him.”





TJISTHATKID.

YOU'VEKNOWNEACHOTHERAVERYLONGTIME.
TJISTHATKIDALWAYSONESTEPAHEAD.
THERUNNERKEEPINGYOURUNNER-UP.
THENAMEABOVEYOURSONTHELEADERBOARD.
THESTATECHAMPTOYOURCITYTITLE.
TJDRIVESYOUCRAZY.BUTTJALSOGETSYOUMOVING.  
BECAUSEASGOODASTJIS,
YOUKNOWYOUHAVEITINYOUTOBEBETTER.
SOYOURUNALITTLELONGER.PUSHALITTLEHARDER.
STAYANOTHERHOUR.

ANDALLOFASUDDEN,TJ'STIMEISOVER.
ANDGREATNESSBELONGSTOYOU.
GEARUPFORGREATNESS
AND#TAKEONTJ.



In conclusion:

Consumer data reveals self-perception

Behavioral data reveals truth  

Creatives still need to be inspired



Thank you.
Jessica.greenwood@rga.com

@jessgreenwood


